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Abstract—Here, we report results from psychophysical experiments aimed to assess the performance of the Samsung OLED
display as contrasted to that of a typical LCD display in the
context of high-dynamic range (HDR) image rendering. Our test
scenes depict ”blobbie” objects embedded in an environment
that contains regions with strong shadows. In the assessments
described here we examined 8 variations of the scene: 2 variations
in the geometry of the blobbies, and 4 variations in the specular
properties of the blobbie surface material.

I. A PPROACH
O provide a fair comparison of the OLED vs. the LCD
display, we began by first establishing the ”best” tone
mapping function for the two displays, separately for each of
the eight scene variations and for each object. (To make the
choice of tone mapping function tractable, we worked within
a parametric model of global tone mapping functions, so it
is possible better tone mapping could be obtained with tone
mapping functions outside of this model.) Once this initial step
was accomplished, we characterized the subjects’ preference
for scenes rendered in the OLED vs. the LCD display. These
characterizations were conducted parametrically on the shape
of the tone mapping function of the OLED display with
the LCD tone mapping function fixed to its optimal shape
as determined in the first phase of the experiment. These
experiments were conducted in a pool of 6 naive subjects
plus ourselves. In addition, rather than using an actual LCD
display, we simulated the properties of a typical LCD display
on our OLED display. This prevented factors other than
the mapping of images luminances onto display luminances
(spatial resolution, etc.) from confounding the comparisons..
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II. M ETHODS
A. Test image generation
Test images were generated as follows. Scene geometry was
specified in a Python script which was subsequently executed
by the Blender app. The computed 3D scene was exported
to Rendertoolbox-3 for modification of the spectral content of
the various scene surfaces and subsequently to the Mitsuba
renderer which produced the high dynamic range (HDR) 2D
scenes. Finally, HDR scenes were converted to low dynamic
range (LDR) images suitable for presentation in the LCD
and OLED displays. For OLED renderings, scene luminances
were mapped onto the [0 - 497] Cd/m2 luminance range,
whereas for LCD renderings, scene luminance were mapped
onto the [0.46 171] Cd/m2 range. The tone mapping and
LCD emulation flow diagram employed is depicted in detail
in Supplemental Fig. 11.

B. Tone mapping function
The aim of the first phase was to determine the optimal
global tone mapping function for each scene and display
examined. We employed a Reinhardt tone mapping function,
in which the display luminance, Lkd (i, j), for the k-th scene
was computed as:
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The optimal tone mapping function, i.e., the optimal α
value, was determined using a 2-alternative forced choice task.
In each trial, subjects viewed a pair of side-by-side scene
renderings, each realized using a different alpha value (Figure
1), and they were asked to select the image that was most
appealing to them.

Fig. 1: 2AFC paradigm for determining optimal tone mapping. During each trial the subject viewed 2 renderings of the same scene that
differed in the employed tone mapping function. In the experiments,
subjects only saw the images; the tone mapping functions shown at
the top of the figure are for illustrative purposes here and were not
shown to the subjects.

In the example shown in Figure 1, the left image was rendered
using a tone mapping function with a low alpha value whereas
the right image was rendered with a higher alpha. Renderings
with low alpha values resulted in darker overall images, in
which shadowed regions were closer to black, but scene
highlights had good resolution and materials had a more glassy
appearance. Renderings with high alpha values resulted in
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brighter images, in which shadowed regions were visible,
but scene highlights were flatter and materials looked more
plasticky. These effects can be appreciated better in Figure 2,
which depict luminance profiles across a region with strong
highlights (red) and a shadow region (blue) for different tone
mapping functions.

Fig. 3: Determining the optimal alpha parameter for one scene
presented in the OLED panel (subject: ANA). Top panels: The
presented stimuli are renderings of the same scene realized using
different tone mapping functions. Middle panel: The employed tone
mapping functions. Bottom panel:The subject’s preference for the
different renderings is depicted by the gray histogram. The error bars
indicate the standard error in the mean, estimated by bootstrapping
the obtained responses 10,000 times. The best fit Gaussian function
is shown in red. Its center determines the subject’s optimal alpha
value for the scene and display at hand, here αopt = 52.2.

This procedure was repeated for OLED and LCD renderings of
the examined scenes. Figures 4 and 5 summarize the obtained
data for one subject. Note that all histograms can be described
adequately by log-alpha Gaussian functions. Similar findings
were obtained from the remaining 7 subjects.

Fig. 2: Visualization of the effects of different tone mapping functions. Left panels: Typical tone mapping functions explored in these
experiments. Middle panels: Corresponding scene renderings. Right
panels: Luminance profiles along the image trajectories identified in
red and blue (see middle panels).

Note that as the degree of saturation of the applied tone
mapping function (alpha parameter) increases, image contrast
at regions of low scene luminance (blue profile) increases at
the expense of resolution loss in regions containing specular
highlights (red profile.)
III. R ESULTS
A. Determining the optimal tone mapping for each display
Following multiple presentations (usually n = 10) of all
possible combinations of pairs of renderings with different
alpha values, we assembled the responses in histograms which
depicted the rate with which subjects preferred each tone
mapping. Figure 3 depicts this assessment for one subject and
a single scene. To determine the optimal tone mapping, i.e.,
the optimal value of the alpha parameter, a Gaussian function
in the log-alpha space was fitted to the measured histogram
(Fig 3, bottom panel).

Fig. 4: Summary of alpha tuning for OLED renderings across all
examined scenes (subject ANA).

Figure 6 summarizes the relationship between the derived
optimal OLED and LCD alpha values for all examined subjects
and scenes, with data from different subjects being identified
by different colors. The top panel depicts the optimal LCD
alpha, αLCD against the optimal OLED alpha, αOLED . Note
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Fig. 5: Summary of alpha tuning for LCD renderings across all
examined scenes (subject ANA).

that the optimal LCD alphas are almost always larger than the
corresponding optimal OLED alphas, indicating that subjects
prefer to use more saturating tone mapping functions for the
LCD display.
A somewhat different view of these data is shown in the
bottom panel of Figure 6 which plots the ratio of optimal
αLCD /αOLED with subjects ranked according to their average
ratio across the 8 examined scenes. Note that although the
median ratios in 6/8 subjects is less than 2, there seems to be
a rather extended range of alpha ratios across the examined
population.
To get further intuition into these data, we plot in Figure 7,
the derived optimal OLED and LCD tone mapping functions
for 4 of the 8 examined scenes. Note that for the first three
subjects, the two curves overlap almost completely, and the
ratio of LCD/OLED luminance (depicted in black) remains
nearly flat across all the range of scene luminances. So
any differences in these subjects’ optimal LCD/OLED alpha
values, were insignificant as the corresponding tone mapping
functions were very similar. In contrast, the optimal LCD
tone mapping functions were shifted to the left with respect
of the corresponding OLED tone mapping functions for the
remaining 5 subjects. This creates a boosting of the LCD
luminance in regions where scene luminance is low. Similar
findings were observed in the remaining 4 scene variations.
B. Contrasting OLED vs. LCD rendering performance
Having determined each subject’s optimal tone mapping
function for all scenes and both displays, we proceeded with
the main part of our assessment, the comparison of OLED
vs. LCD display in the context of high-dynamic range scene
rendering. In this set of experiments we presented seven pairs
of images, in which one image corresponded to the optimal, for
the examined scene and subject, tone mapped LCD rendering,

Fig. 6: Summary of optimal alpha for OLED and LCD tone mapping
functions. Data from different subjects are colored differently, and for
each subject we depict data from the 8 examined scenes. Top panel:
Optimal LCD alpha vs. optimal OLED alpha. Bottom panel: Ratio of
optimal αLCD /αOLED across the subject population, with subjects
being ranked according to their median αLCD /αOLED ratio across
the 8 examined scenes.

whereas the other image corresponded to an OLED rendering
whose alpha tone mapping parameter took values in the range
αtest = [.125, .25, .5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0] ∗ αoptimal .
For most subjects, each pair of LCD-OLED renderings was
presented 30 times. The subjects’ responses were accumulated
into a probability rate function which indicated the rate at
which he/she preferred the OLED rendering. The dependence
of this probability function on the αtest /αoptimal is what
we call the OLED preference function. Since this is a twoalternative forced choice experiment, the OLED rendering is
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Fig. 8: OLED preference curve for one scene (subject JTA). Top

Fig. 7: Derived optimal tone mapping functions for the OLED
(red) and the LCD (green) display. Data are shown for four of the
8 examined scenes and all subjects. The ratio of LCD to OLED
luminance is depicted in black. Note that the scene luminance axis
has a logarithmic scaling.

panel: The seven image pairs contrasted. Top row: OLED renderings
realized with tone mapping functions whose alpha values are lower
and higher than the optimal alpha value. Bottom row: LCD rendering
realized with the optimal (for this scene and subject) alpha. Middle
panel: The employed OLED tone mapping functions are shown
in red, and the optimal LCD tone mapping function is shown in
green. Bottom panel: The OLED preference curve, i.e., the subject’s
probability rate for choosing the OLED rendering as a function of the
ratio of αtest /αoptimal is shown in red. The gray area outlines the
region of ± 1 standard error of the mean, computed by bootstrapping
the obtained responses 10,000 times. The pink area outlines the region
where the OLED preference curve is > 0.5.

preferred to the LCD rendering when the OLED preference
curve exceeds 0.5.
Figure 8 shows data from this experiment for one scene
and one subject (JTA). The presented image pairs are depicted in the top two rows, whereas the corresponding tone
mapping functions are depicted in the middle panel. The
OLED preference curve is depicted in the bottom panel in
red. Note that the OLED preference curve exceeds 0.5 over a
wide range of αtest /αoptimal ratios (0.21 - 7.1) and that its
amplitude approaches 1.0 near the αtest /αoptimal = 1 point,
i.e., when the optimal OLED tone mapping function is used
for rendering.
Figure 9 summarizes the OLED preference curves for subject JTA across all the examined scenes. A few observations
are notable.
•
•
•
•

the OLED preference curves exceed 0.5 over a wide range
of alpha values for all examined scenes,
the peak amplitudes of OLED preference curves reach 1.0
in 4 scenes, and exceeded 0.8 in the remaining 4 scenes,
the OLED preference curves have similar shapes across
all of the examined scenes,
the OLED preference curves peak at or near the
αtest /αoptimal = 1 point, i.e., then the OLED rendering
is realized using the optimal tone mapping function.

Fig. 9: Summary of OLED preference curves for subject JTA across
all 8 examined scenes. The images on top of each plot depict the
image realized with αoptimal .
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Data from a second subject are shown in Figure 10. Note
that in contrast to the previous subject, this subject has a
narrow region of alphas over which the OLED preference
curve exceeds 0.5, and that the peak amplitude of the OLED
preference curve is less than 0.75. Also note that the the OLED
preference curve peaks between for αtest /αoptimal ratios in
the range [0.5 - 1.0]. Given the narrow tuning of this subject’s
preference curve, it is possible that a higher peak amplitude
might have been observed had we tested a ratio closer to 0.75.
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The following observations are notable:
• the OLED preference curves exceed 0.5 over a very
narrow range of alpha values for all examined scenes,
• the peak of OLED preference curve peaks never exceeds
0.8,
• the OLED preference curves have similar shapes across
all of the examined scenes.
The OLED preference curves in the remaining subjects exhibited behaviors intermediate to those of subjects JTA and ANA.
Their data are summarized in Figure 12.

Fig. 10: OLED preference curve for the same scene as in Figure 8
for another subject (ANA). Figure format is identical to that of Fig.
8.

Figure 11 summarizes results from this subject across the
examined scenes.

Fig. 11: Summary of OLED preference data for subject ANA across
all 8 examined scenes. Figure format is identical to that of Figure 9.

Fig. 12: Measured OLED preference curves for the 6 naive subjects.
A number of observations are notable.
• The OLED preference curves were consistently broadly
tuned across for 2/6 subjects (JTA, DEK), and for certain
scenes in a third subject (NBJ).
• The OLED preference curves were very narrowly tuned
for 1/6 subject (ANA). Interestingly, this subject is a very
experienced observer. However, she was unaware of the
aims of the present project.
• The OLED preference curves in one subject (VJK)
were consistently and significantly shifted towards <
1.0 αtest /αoptimal ratios. This was likely due to an
overestimation of the optimal OLED alpha as her OLED
alpha tuning data were skewed and therefore not perfectly
described by a Gaussian function (see Supplemental Fig.
13).
• The OLED preference curves for some scenes never
exceeded 0.5 in 2/6 subjects (VJK and FMR).
These findings indicate that the area between 0.5 and the
OLED preference curve may provide a psychophysicallybased measure of how well the test display (OLED) performs
in the context of the examined scenes. The width of the
preference curve determines the range of tone mappings over
which the test display is preferred. The height of the preference
curve determines the degree to which the test display is
preferred.
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We derived a method for the psychophysical assessment
of display performance in the context of high-dynamic range
imaging. The method consists of two steps. First, the optimal
tone mapping function is determined separately for the test
display (here the OLED display) and for a reference display
(here the LCD display). This is accomplished by assessing
subjects’ preference for high-dynamic range scenes rendered
under global Reinhardt tone mapping functions of different
shapes. Subsequently, the performance of the test display
is assessed by having subjects report their preference for
renderings on that display as opposed to optimal renderings
for the reference display.
Our results from 6 naive subjects indicate that the preference
for renderings on the test display is tuned for a range of tone
mapping functions. The area under the test display preference
curve can be used to assess the performance of the test display
with respect to the reference display. For some applications
it may be desired to maximize the height of the display
preference curve, whereas for other applications it may be
desired to maximize its width. Our method can be used to
guide this optimization and may be of interest to display
manufacturers for optimizing the characteristics of novel types
of high-dynamic range displays.
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B. Tone mapping and LCD emulation pipeline.
HDR scenes generated by Rendertoolbox-3 were converted to
XYZ tristimulus coordinates and then to xyY (chroma-luma)
coordinates. The Y (luma) channel was fed to the tone mapper
for realization in the low dynamic range (LDR) LCD and
OLED luminance channels. LDR xyY scenes were converted
to LCD and OLED RGB primaries (via an XYZ transform).
Any RGB primary values outside of the primary gamut of the
LCD and OLED displays were clipped. For the LCD branch,
the clipped RGB primaries were back converted to their
XYZ tristimulus coordinates and finally converted to OLED
primaries (LCD emulation). The OLED settings corresponding
to the emulated LCD and the OLED LDR images were used
to create the frame buffer which was presented to the subject.

V. S UPPLEMENTAL FIGURES
A. Regarding subject’s VJK shift in OLED preference curve.

Fig. 14: Pipeline for converting HDR scenes to images realizable
by the OLED and LCD display.

Fig. 13: Summary of OLED tuning data for subject VJK across all
8 examined scenes. Note the skewed histograms which consistently
result in best-fit Gaussians whose peaks are shifted to the right
relatively to the actual peak. These data explain why the measured
OLED preference curves for this subject were significantly shifted
towards the left (αtest /αoptimal around 0.2).

C. Regarding the Samsung OLED panel’s luminance gain
control mechanism
During our early assessments of the Samsung OLED panel we
discovered that the panel exhibits a luminance gain control
mechanism which decreases the panel’s emitted luminance
depending on the panel’s loading. We have also shown that
the effect of this gain control mechanism scales the gamma
curve uniformly.
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To examine whether this mechanism may have significantly
reduced the range of produced luminances, we measured the
luminance of a target embedded in the OLED-LCD image
pairs shown to the subjects. As it was done during the actual
experiments, the LCD image tone mapping was set to its optimal for each subject, whereas the OLED image tone mapping
was varied. The target square (64x64 pixels) was placed over
the OLED image and was set to RGB = (255,255,255) (top
panel of figure 11). The experiment proceeded as before, but
instead of collecting subject responses we collected SPD data
from a PR650 spectroradiometer aimed at the target. These
measurements were performed for the exact image pairs shown
to the subjects.
The four density plots shown in Figure 15 depict the
measured target luminance as a function of the employed
OLED alpha ratios (x-axis) and scene number (y-axis). As
expected, the panel’s gain control mechanism kicked in depending on the employed tone mapping. As the OLED alpha
ratio increased, i.e., as the OLED image became brighter, the
measured luminance in the target square decreased. The ranges
of target luminances were 423-490 Cd/m2 for JTA, 438-495
Cd/m2 for ANA, 420-494 for DEK and 444-497 for FMR.
Given the max panel luminance of 500 Cd/m2 , this gives a
max luminance error of around 12%. Most of this luminance
variation was due to the applied tone mapping. Target luminance variation across scenes was negligible, around 2.5%.
Based on these findings, we feel confident that these variations
in emitted scene luminance are not likely to have significantly
affected our data.
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Fig. 15: Emitted luminance variations as a function of OLED alpha
ratio and scene index. Different panels depict data from the image
sets shown to four of our subjects.

